Accion Venture Lab
Job Description Guide

Overview

• This document intends to demonstrate best practices
in crafting a job description
- Please be sure to adapt your job description to include
skills and requirements that are unique to your
company (e.g., expertise in trade finance, credit, insurance)

• The appendix includes excerpts of job descriptions
across various roles to highlight how other companies
have approached the process
- Please see the “Job Description Bank” file here for full
descriptions

Agenda

•Best practices

•Appendix

An effective job description is specific and measurable
ANATOMY
Position name
Company name and location
Company description
-

Brief description of company, its products,
and mission

Position overview
-

High-level overview of the role’s
responsibilities, including KPIs and timelines
Broader context on the role, reporting
structures, and relationship with other
teams/departments

Position responsibilities
-

List of functional responsibilities and tasks –
quantified and defined in context of company
goals
- For cross-functional roles, divide the
description into categories (e.g., HR,
sales)

Position requirements
-

Required education, experience, and skills
(with time periods as appropriate)

Other
-

Optional description of work environment,
expectations, and/or other considerations

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER AS YOU WRITE
• What is your elevator pitch?
- Make your description compelling – you want it to do two things:
‣ Reflect your company’s culture and goals
‣ Find candidates who are energized about both

• What are your company’s broader goals? What does success
look like in this role?
- Situate the position within the company’s goals and existing organizational
structure; help the candidate visualize him/herself on the job

• What are the company’s milestones for the next few months?
Year? How might the role evolve over time to meet them?
- Include quantifiable responsibilities that span both near- and long-term

• What does the candidate already need to know? What can you
teach him/her on the job?
- Define experience across industries, functions, role type (e.g., executive,
management, technical), organization type (e.g., start-up, non-profit,
corporation) to capture individuals who can deliver on core responsibilities

• What are the qualitative requirements of the role?
- If relevant, include some indication of public speaking and
training/mentorship responsibilities (especially important for senior roles)

• How might you evaluate a candidate’s fit? What else might
affect their decision to join your company?
- Include information about culture (e.g., fast-paced), unusual circumstances
(e.g., travel, overtime), and/or perks (e.g., equity, office snacks)

“Best-in-class” JDs are short but cover key points
FintechCO
Product Manager
Nairobi, Kenya

Company mission

Company products

Who we are
FintechCo is revolutionizing how Americans manage their money. Through our mobile platform, users can manage their personal finances and
invest commission-free in U.S. stocks, ETFs, and options – making it easy to save for the important things in life.

Company
milestone

Who you are
As we look towards our Series A in the next two years, we’re searching for a product manager to lead FintechCo’s growth. You will report to the
Chief Operating Officer and be responsible for the creation and execution of a product roadmap and growth strategy, leading our software
engineering team and working regularly with the operations, marketing, and sales divisions to translate product visions into reality. Key milestones
will include international expansion to two new markets over the next 12 months and the launch of 1-2 new products in the next 24 months.

Reporting
structure

Position
milestones

What you’ll do
You’ll lead our team of engineers to guide products from conception to launch. You will bridge the technical and business worlds as you design
products that our customers will love.

Measurable
outcomes

Primary responsibilities will include:
- Develop new product strategy and roadmap, leveraging user research, customer interviews, competitive analysis, and A/B tests to identify and
prioritize opportunities that result in 1-2 successful products
- Collaborate with sales, operations, and marketing teams to execute new product launches on time and on budget
- Prepare existing products for international expansion in two new markets over the next year
- Assess customer needs, market trends, and competitive risks to enhance existing products in current markets and double sales in the next 12
months
What you know
- BA/BS in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, or other technical field or equivalent experience
- 3+ years of product management experience in a start-up environment, ideally with a focus on mobile
- 3+ years of experience in fintech or financial services
- Prior experience working in emerging markets, ideally East Africa
Industry and
- Excellent problem solving, organizational, and analytical skills
geographic expertise
- Excellent public speaking, leadership, and communication skills
- Willingness to shape company culture and mentor others
- Ability to work in a fast-paced environment

Technical expertise in a
particular environment

Why work with us
The Product Manager will have a fundamental role in shaping the future of our company, delivering on our mission to enable and empower
customers to save.

Short
length
overall

Given the stage of FintechCo and seniority of the role, the Product Manager will gain significant exposure to executives, investors, and emerging
markets. The Product Manager is eligible for equity.

Note: Modeled after job descriptions by Google, Thumbtack, Mode, Bonobos, Everlane, Intuit, Robinhood

Specific
tools

Agenda

Excerpts of selected
job descriptions
shown here
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Please see “Job
Description Bank” for
full descriptions

Chief Operating Officer: Strategic example
Does well: briefly describes
company mission and products
in a compelling way

Does well: connects role to
specific company goals (e.g.,
“drive the company towards a
successful exit”)

Could do better:
include years of
domain experience
necessary for position

Does well: articulates
necessary industry expertise
(i.e., energy/IoT) in addition to
functional experience (i.e.,
corporate finance)

Does well: defines
necessary qualitative
skills (e.g., leadership
and communication),
which are especially
relevant in
management roles

Chief Operating Officer: Functional example
Could do better:
explain what success
broadly looks like in
the role (e.g., validate
product-market fit and
develop strategic plan
for next 12 months)

Does well: situates role within
broader team, defines key
responsibilities, and connects
role to company mission

Does well:
categorizes
responsibilities into
broader functions
Could do better: include
KPIs and time frame for
responsibilities (e.g.,
secure 2-3 new accounts
within first six months)

Could do better: be more
assertive in requirements
(e.g., “Developing financial
models and guiding
company through potential
M&A”)

Chief Financial Officer
Does well: categorizes
responsibilities into tactical
responsibilities (see “CFO
1” for additional detail)
Does well: clearly defines
necessary previous
experience (organization
type, years, seniority)

Does well: strikes
balance between
granularity and concision
in descriptions of
responsibilities

Does well: clearly defines
necessary credentials across
degree type (undergraduate &
graduate), management
experience, and technical skills

Chief Technology Officer
Does well: “sells” the company
and the role to the prospective
applicant

Does well: articulates specific
industry and functional
expertise requirements

Chief Credit Officer
Does well: clearly delineates of responsibilities for developing &
overseeing credit and risk management

Does well: articulates
minimum experience in
specific geography and
functional roles

Source: http://startupjobs.asia/job/4190-chief-credit-officer---fintech-start-up-others-job-at-capital-match-singapore

Vice President of Credit & Risk Management
Does well: articulates seniority of position (“join
our senior management team”)

Does well: specifies experience
level, relevant industry experience,
and technical skills /competencies

Does well: indicates granular
responsibilities for formulation
and ongoing management of
credit policies

Credit Manager
Does well: clear high-level
descriptions of the company
and the role

Does well: indicates
years of experience
necessary

Does well: clear
breakdown of granular
responsibilities

Does well: indicates
qualitative
requirements in
addition to
quantitative ones

Does well: clearly indicates
working environment and
potential overtime requirements

Director of Business Development: Example #1
Does well: uses a
catchy, concise
introduction

DESCRIPTION
At quip, we design and deliver delightful products and services that keep your
mouth healthy.
We are a fast growing startup and are looking for an experienced Business
Development executive to lead quip’s growth via strategic partnerships,
distribution channels, and new product and service offerings.
You will work with the executive team to create and execute sales and
partnership strategies and goals. Through you and your team, quip will vet
inbound partnership opportunities and generate and identify new channels or
partners to grow the company’s sales, scale, and goodwill.

Does well: defines metrics
for success in the role (i.e.,
vet partnership opportunities
and grow company’s sales,
scale, and goodwill)

The ideal candidate will have experience organizing unique relationships, and
selling both business and consumer products. The ability to distill the quip
brand personality and create alignment + value from a wide variety of
partnerships should come naturally. This person will partner closely with our
creative, marketing, operations, dental, and leadership teams to ensure we
are effectively supporting and amplifying new partnerships.
REQUIREMENTS
- 8+ years experience in business development/sales
- Able to build, service, and support relationships with brand, retail and
network partners
- A proven track record of closing enterprise-level deals and business
development success within the SaaS, technology, health, CPG, and/or ecommerce sectors
- Develop annual sales plan in support of strategy and objectives
- Analytical ability to report weekly, and monthly team performance to
company leadership
- Proven leadership, exceptional communication skills, and compelling
presentation abilities with excellent negotiation experience
- Experience in utilizing lead generation, events, and sales teams to growth
including sampling and/or influencer campaigns
- Communicate clearly and consistently, written and verbal skills to match
- Desire to leverage past experience to make a business impact

Does well: explains both
tactical and qualitative
requirements

Director of Business Development: Example #2

Could be better:
categorize
responsibilities into
groups for readability
Does well: explains
what kinds of leadership
experiences are relevant

Could do
be better: be
more specific about
necessary qualifications

Vice President of Marketing
Does well:
defines
expectations
for culture
building

Does well: specifies necessary
functional skills, leadership
experience, and platform familiarity
(“B2B/SaaS/Mobile”) early in the
description

Does well:
defines
marketing
segments

Does well: indicates
nice-to-haves vs.
need-to-haves

Does well: sells the
position and company
to the applicant

HR Director
Director of People Operations
Particle is looking to hire a talented Director of People Operations who believes in
the importance of building and developing a world-class team, understands the
power of diversity and inclusion, and who can successfully transform business
objectives into organizational and talent strategies.

Does well: clearly defines
which HR functions fall under
“People Operations”; this is
critical when crafting a vision
for a HR role at early-stage
startups

You would be responsible for managing our People Ops team (recruiting, HR,
professional development, and office management), executing Particle’s people
initiatives, driving employee engagement, and creating a world-class organization to
attract, develop and retain the right talent to the company. You understand the
importance of feeling fulfilled at work, and have the knowledge and experience to
back up how training, development, team get-togethers and being heard can knit a
diverse team together. You also need to really like people, and have a genuine
desire to help them grow. This role will be equal parts strategy and execution, and
will report directly to the CEO.

Does well: indicates reporting to
CEO, which explains the need for
strong strategic skills in addition to
execution ability

Responsibilities
• Lead and grow our People Operations, Recruiting, HR and Office Management
teams
• Build out our people strategy which includes but is not limited to: performance
management, talent acquisition, employee engagement, compensation, benefits,
retention, employee and manager training, employee handbook, and culture-building
initiatives
• Utilize a data driven approach to identify trends and recommend proactive solutions
for employee performance, retention, and engagement
• Effectively establish and implement HR systems and processes to support a
workforce that will scale well
• Ensure compliance with legal requirements of HR
• Establish scalable solutions empowering our leaders to be better managers and
develop programs that prepare high-potential employees for management roles

Does well: includes milestones for
the role (i.e., “build out our people
strategy for…)

Does well: indicates role
in employee retention
through training and
culture building

Could do better:
limit overlap
between
“requirements” and
“preferences”

Does well: lists required
experience for this
particular workplace
environment (e.g.,
“supporting both salary
and hourly workforce”)

• Ensure we are attracting top talent and have a streamlined onboarding process
• Partner with executives and managers to develop a culture of learning and
continuous feedback by creating programs, tools and experiences that engage our
team at all levels and inspire a positive, diverse, adaptive and accountable culture
• Embody our culture: Organize our regular events, and surprise us with ones we
hadn’t thought of. We’re social, and we need you to be social too!
• Build trust with employees across all layers of the organization and be an active
listener and effective problem solver of people issues
Requirements
• 7+ years experience in a People Operations / HR role, with recent experience
expanding and managing People Operations at a high-growth start-up
• Experience supporting both salary and hourly workforces, creating relevant and
meaningful employee programs, reviews, and feedback loops
• Excellent project management skills with a proven ability to design and implement
people strategy that drives business results
• A natural coach and mentor who relates well with others, listens effectively and can
build rapport with a diverse workforce -- all in the spirit of helping employees at all
levels move from goal to outcome in a developmental way
• Strong communicator with the ability to provide both strategic foresight and
feedback
• Expert understanding of employment law, compensation, benefits, organizational
development, employee relations, and training
Preferred
• Background in technology and platform solutions
• Experience with Greenhouse
• Experience in recruiting and people development
• Demonstrated ability to manage complex systems
• Experience working at a high-growth stage start up

Could do better:
define geography;
employment laws
vary by region

HR Coordinator
Does well: indicates
relevant HR stakeholders
(all internal – employees,
managers, leadership)

Does well: connects HR
role to broader business
goals

Does well:
indicates
previous
experience
requirements
(generally 3-5
years for a
junior HR role)

Does well:
highlights role in
culture building
and internal
“people
management”

Does well: highlights
relevant HR functions
(e.g., onboarding,
compensation,
performance)

Does well:
defines
functional
experience
requirements
and familiarity
with local laws

